
CCTV cameras help to capture and document all incidents that involve drug use,

inmate violence, and possible misconduct by officers. Those are but a few

examples of unfortunate actions which may take place within prison walls. CCTV

surveillance camera enhancements are allowing correctional facilities to

upgrade older CCTV systems to provide more extensive monitoring and a

strengthened level of protection for guards, staff, and inmates.
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Improving Coverage – Correctional facilities and prisons are very large

complexes with many different areas which all require very close monitoring.

Security personnel and guards cannot possibly be everywhere; CCTV security

cameras establish constant coverage of the entire facility.

 

Inmate Monitoring – CCTV surveillance helps guards to pinpoint suspicious

inmate activities and helps to prevent possible prison incidents from getting

out of control.

 

Visual Evidence – New HD digital surveillance footage can be archived for

long periods of time. Digital video footage has proven to be a valuable

resource when investigating prison incidents.

 

Maintaining Order – Prisons can break out into large fights or gang wars in an

instant. CCTV cameras help to monitor areas with large prisoner groups when

they convene. Prison yards, recreational areas, and cafeterias can be tightly

monitored by surveillance from multiple CCTV security cameras.

 

Assault Reduction – Due to the nature of the correctional facilities, prisons are

in a constant state of high tension and violence which makes fights inevitable.

CCTV cameras help to deter these events while also helping to analyze these

incidents of criminal violence.

 

Drug Smuggling Prevention – CCTV surveillance systems play a key role in

preventing visitors as well as inmates from attempting to smuggle contraband

into the facility.

 

Monitor Behavior – There are times when correctional officers and guards can

get out of line with inmates and these incidents are caught on camera. This

video footage can be used to investigate these incidents and can prevent

possible future misconduct.

 

Transporting – Escorting prisoners through cell-blocks and hallways is

dangerous and CCTV security cameras can provide higher levels of security and

safety while inmates are transported throughout the facility.

PRISON & CORRECTIONAL SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT BENEFITS



 

 

Enhanced Searching – Digital CCTV surveillance offers digital video feeds to

be stored and archived in digital video recorders with hard-drives instead of

old-school video cassette tapes. New enhancements in digital video allow for

fast searching and easy backups of incidents.

 

Remote Monitoring – Prison video feeds can be monitored from anywhere

there is an internet connection. Authorized personnel can view multiple video

camera feeds from a Mac, PC, Tablet, or Smartphone, rather than having to be

in one room monitoring all the cameras at once.

 

 

 

 

CCTV Surveillance Camera Risks
 

Tampering – Inmates have a long time to think about and carry out any

mischievous plot they have in mind. Inmates often attempt to damage and

tamper with prison security equipment. Many correctional facilities already use

vandal proof cameras to help curb this issue, but there is always the possibility

that a CCTV camera will be vandalized or damaged and lose its video signal.

This is why it's imperative to have a backup security plan.

 

Reliance on Cameras – Security measures implemented for correctional

facilities and prisons should not solely rely on surveillance equipment. Though

effective, and undoubtedly necessary, security cameras help to maintain order

within a prison environment but they are simply one part of the overall security

effort. Guards, officers, and staff along with security alarms, access control, and

other safety measures should supplement CCTV camera systems.

 

 

 

CCTV SURVEILLANCE CAMERA RISKS



Cameras should be installed in common areas such as prison yards,

cafeterias, and recreational areas.

Cameras at all stairwells, corridors, and hallways, along with any other area

that inmates may be escorted.

Cameras at all processing, identification and booking areas. 

All cell block activity should be monitored via CCTV video surveillance.

Prison yards should be covered from all angles and should use PTZ cameras

to supplement fixed cameras so guards may follow persons of interest.

All entrances and exits of the facility and independent cell blocks should

have CCTV surveillance.

CCTV Surveillance Camera Configuration
 

There are many challenges when installing CCTV cameras in prisons and

correctional facilities. With multiple buildings, cell blocks, hundreds of rooms,

and a vast amount of outdoor and indoor areas to cover, it can be hard to

achieve complete coverage. We suggest you consider the following before

deploying a prison or correctional facility CCTV system:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SETUP ADVICE FOR PRISON CCTV CAMERAS



HD over Coax Facial RecognitionLPR

Enterprise Storage Panoramic CameraEclipse Video Wall

Eclipse CMS

Eclipse security solutions solve complex correctional facility challenges by
promoting safety and facial verification of inmates. Our solutions allow jail
facilities to operate efficiently, protecting inmates, staff and visitors while
promoting verification and analytical data to minimize incidents. Our
solutions include:
 

 

 

 

Eclipse CMS: Free , fully scalable ,

centralized management software is

perfect for a single correctional

penitentiary or multi-location

correctional facilities .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog HD: Eclipse Analog HD allows

correctional facilities to upgrade to

high resolution video and images

quickly by taking advantage of

existing legacy cabling .

Facial Recognition: Eclipse offers

accurate and fast identification of

inmates and visitors . Use our black

and white-list database capabilities to

receive instant notification in the

event of a breach in security .

 

 

 

License Plate Recognition (LPR): Use
our professional LPR solutions to

capture plate numbers and authorize

vehicle access to facilities .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

360 Degree Cameras: Our fish-eye panoramic cameras provide complete

coverage of stairwells , holding facilities , cells , hallways , cafeterias , vistor

areas , and recreational yards . Easily monitor the entire compound , and

secure greater square footage with fewer cameras .

Enterprise Storage: Eclipse offers high capacity storage devices that

exceed the requirements needed to meet federal as well as local

correctional facility regulations , at a fraction of the cost .

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR JAIL SURVEILLANCE
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HD over Coax Facial RecognitionLPR

Enterprise Storage Panoramic CameraEclipse Video Wall

Eclipse CMS

Eclipse offers many solutions to protect correctional
personnel as well as inmates, helping facilities more easily
maintain a safe, secure environment. Features include:

 

 

 

 

Eclipse CMS: Manage video from multiple facilities with our
Eclipse central management software. Integrates with analog,
analog HD, and IP cameras for ease of use across all systems.

Facial Recognition: Eclipse offers accurate and fast identification
of inmates, visitors and staff with our black and white-lists
database to quickly find individuals and notify enforcement of
their location.

360 Degree Cameras: Our fish-eye panoramic cameras provide
complete coverage of stairwells, holding facilities, cells, hallways,
cafeterias, visitor areas, and recreational yards. Easily monitor the
entire compound, and secure greater square footage with fewer
cameras.

Inmate Analytics: On-board analytics such as line crossing
detection provides an alert if a designated area has been
accessed or breached.

Enterprise Storage: Eclipse's high capacity storage devices offer
the functionality required to meet state and local correctional
facility regulations at a fraction of the cost.

License Plate Recognition (LPR): Use our professional LPR
solutions to capture plate numbers and authorize vehicle access
to facilities.
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